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Lincoln Learning is a non-profit organization committed to using personalized learning to improve the lives of students. When looking for a technology partner, Lincoln looked at nine learning management solutions and chose to partner with Agilix.

Lincoln Learning had experience with several Learning Management Solutions, and all fell short when it came time to choose a partner.

Blackboard was too inflexible.

Schoology lacked deep, integrated assessments, and in the words of Lincoln, “all of the stuff that really makes a difference wasn’t there.”

Desire 2 Learn was geared for higher ed, and lacked meaningful K-12 tools.

So Lincoln’s leadership spent months vetting other solutions, with an eye specifically toward a tool built around personalized learning, and a willingness to cobble together as many separate tools as necessary to package together as their own ideal solution. Instead, they found everything they were looking for in solutions from Agilix.

“It was clear that [Agilix] could provide a best in class LMS that provides opps for students of all ages. Buzz was BY FAR head and shoulders over the others.” – John Theis